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Abstract

Vast amounts of complex raw data, which can be overwhelming and difficult
to understand, surrounds us. Processing and transforming this data into
meaningful information increases its usefulness and subsequently deepens
our knowledge. Computer graphics designers explore thoughtful design
solutions using methods for organizing, prioritizing, structuring and interacting
with content, making it accessible, understandable and eliminating ambiguity.
Carbon Footprint Calculator visually represents the quantity of greenhouse
gases individuals generate and quantifies each state’s carbon usage. It
collects data regarding people’s carbon usage as far as transportation and
electricity. This project’s goal involves using data visualization to make
important and complex information more accessible and less boring.
resulting in an informed user and consequently, a more responsible citizen.
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Background

Introduction

Our environment extends beyond the natural world of oceans and forests.
It encompasses where we live, work, play and worship. It includes the air
we breathe, the water we drink and the resources available to our
communities.
Unfortunately, health hazards caused by environmental toxins and degradation
negatively impact our surroundings. Human activity has created many of
these adverse conditions. Because of this, and whether or not we realize it,
our everyday actions are restricted to some degree to reduce our negative
environmental impact. Therefore, we are in a sense, ‘forced’ to protect our
environment, e.g. paying bottled water deposits, increased car costs due to
federal mileage and emission standards, limited product choices.
Many websites emphasize the environment’s importance, providing
information on how to protect it. However, no website utilizes a method
which easily and visually maps out user submitted behavior data, thus
motivating individual carbon footprint reduction efforts. To protect our world,
people must understand carbon emissions on an individual as well as a
national level.
The approach this thesis takes, and its resulting ‘big picture’ perspective,
allows us to see our country’s average carbon emission output, and facilitates
an emission output comparison to other people and nations, ideally leading
individual’s to more responsible, environmentally beneficial behavior.

Carbon
Footprint

The term ‘carbon footprint’ describes the total greenhouse gas produced to,
either directly or indirectly, support human activities. Greenhouse gases
profoundly affect global warming and are normally considered in the carbon
footprint calculation. These gases are converted into a CO2 equivalent factor
to account for their global warming effect. This is called the equivalent CO2
amount (http://timeforchange.org/what-is-a-carbon-footprint-definition).
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Background

Data
Visualization

Data visualization’s goal involves enhancing effective communication.
In this thesis, data visualization can be defined as using interactive,
computer-supported and dynamic data visual representations to amplify
cognition. Data visualization allows users to see, explore and comprehend 		
vast amounts of data. It also enables designers to collect, explain and
interact with complex data. In other words, data visualization provides 		
insights into complicated data by communicating in a more intuitive way.
This thesis focuses user-defined data visualization based on the user’s
carbon footprint.
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Case Study

		
This case study is relevant and important to my thesis, providing insight data
visualization and offering new methods and design process strategies for
		 improving user communication.

Healthymagination URL:http://www.healthymagination.com/projects/data-visualizations
		 TAG: Information Visualization
• Description
		
Healthymagination is about enhancing wellness through sharing imaginative
		 health-related ideas and proven solutions. Going beyond innovations in the
fields of technology and medicine, it celebrates the people behind these
		 advancements. Seeking to build stronger relationships between patients and
doctors, GE created Healthymagination to gather, share and discuss healthy
		 ideas. It communicates the intricacies of health issues, presenting people
		 with a factual, digestible picture.
•
		
		
		
		
		

Relevance
Data Visualization is Healthymagination’s chosen design tool, giving people
a broader, deeper, and visually interesting view of health related content.
It sets a useful precedent for this thesis because it shows how to interpret
complex data in a playful and effective way. The project scope, technology
and visual design are role models for dynamic information visualization.

		
HealthImagination website
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Case Study

We Feel Fine		 URL: http://www.wefeelfine.org
		 TAG: Information Visualization
• Description
		
We Feel Fine is an especially interesting visualization tool. It visually interprets
		 the general feelings populating the blogosphere on any given day. It can filter
		 results based on age, location, gender, weather and other criteria. There are
		 six different visualizations available: Madness, Murmurs, Montage, Mobs,
		 Metrics and Mounds, each of which gives a different portrait of the general
		 feelings abounding on the internet.
• Relevance
		 This precedent successfully illustrates how to convert abstract data and use
design principles to create emotion visualization. Also, it provides real time
		 visualization to users. This precedent grows and changes even as we are
		 growing and changing, reflecting what’s new on blogs, as well as what’s on
		 our minds.

		

		
We Feel Fine Website Filtered by Feeling
		

Filtered by Age

Digg		 URL: http://labs.digg.com/
		 TAG: Displaying News
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Case Study

Digg
• Description
		
Digg moves quickly. A great many stories are submitted every day, so even
		 very good material quickly flows by. The tools and projects in Digg Labs help
		 manage this story ‘flood’ by providing broader and deeper views of the site’s
		 activity. These interactive visualizations examine the Digg community’s
		 pursuits. Digg Labs creates interactive visualizations like Stack and Swarm
		 that expand upon the Digg community’s activities.
•
		
		
		

Relevance
Digg represents a useful study precedent because it provides an example of
data visualization of user submitted content. The project scope, technology
and visual design are useful role models for dynamic information visualization.

		
Digg Stack				

Digg BigStack

Figd’t Visualizer		 URL: http://www.fidgt.com/visualize
		 TAG: Displaying Connection
• Description
		
Figd’t Visualizer allows you to play with your network. This project’s concept
		 involves interfacing with the Visualizer through Flickr and LastFM tags,
		 creating a Magnet using any tag. Once a Tag Magnet exists, the network’s
members having photos or music with that same tag gravitate toward it.
• Relevance
		 Figd’t Visualizer is a successful example of how to make a visualization in
		 a dynamic and interactive way. This precedent also deals with social
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Case Study

Figd’t Visualizer		 networking related to music. In addition, it provides lots of supported
		 networks, so it can be used in a many way.

		
Figd’t Visualizer					
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Research

		 Research included a wide variety of resources. Books and journal articles
		 were a major information source. This section describes concepts and terms
		 which impact this thesis study.

Information Design
		
		
		
		

Information design involves visually organizing information without
compromising function (usability), and the consequences of design failure
are critical. Information design problems include documents, forms, maps,
diagrams, charts, tables, instructional materials, way-finding, and graphical
user interfaces.

•
		
		
		

Impact
Information design practitioners strive to make complex information
accessible, usually with the goal of informing, instructing, and/or cautioning.
Their strategies and techniques provide valuable tools for this thesis.

Interactive Design		
		
		
		

Much of the focus on usability and user-centered design has come out of
electronic media, software programming, and website design. Even though
these areas are relatively young, they have produced abundant information
regarding user needs and their importance to the design process.

• Impact
		 Knowledge from these digital disciplines may be applied to graphic design,
		 providing insight into methods for learning about user considerations and
testing design solutions for usability.
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Research

Experience Design Experience Design focuses on developing user experiences as opposed to
		 objects. This interdisciplinary community includes professionals from digital
		 technology, the software industry, printing, publishing, broadcast media,
		 marketing, public relations, advertising and all design disciplines. This
		 collaborative community highlights issues related to user experience across
		disciplines.
•
		
		
		
		

Impact
Experience Design emphasizes developing user experiences rather than
taking an object-oriented approach. Focusing on the end user, considering
their goals and desired interactions as a design frame-work, closely aligns
with user centered design.

		
		
		
		
		

A main goal of this study was to draw upon other disciplines to develop a set
of strategies graphic designers can employ to learn about and understand
their target users. The multidisciplinary aspects of experience design are
closely related to this goal and help provide applied methods as well as
support the need for a cross-disciplinary approach within this study.

Data				Line Graph : Continuous
Visualization
• Sequential points of value plotted on a grid matrix
Patterns				 with a line connecting the points.
• Line indicates rate of change along the progression
				 over time.
   
• Horizontal x axis represents: even divisions of time
   
• Vertical y axis represents: amount or value of content
				 expressed in a unit measure
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Research

Data
			Stacked Area : Continuous
Visualization
• This is essentially a line graph with the area between
Patterns				 the graph’s plot line and the base filled with a solid 		
				 tone or color.
• It is important to remember that the top contour
				 edge(the line) of the filled-in shape is what shows
				 the measurable data. The solid area is not to be
				 confused with graphs which measure area such as
				 the pie graph.
				Bar chart : Independent
• A bar graph oriented with each bar labeled with its
				 corresponding value.
• A bar graph or chart measures value from low to
				high.

				Tree Diagrams : Hierarchies
• A tree diagram starts at a single node, with branches
			
emanating to additional nodes, which represent
				 mutually exclusive decisions or events.

			
				Network Diagram : Networks
• A network diagram is a type of network. A network
				 in general is an interconnected group or system, or
				 a fabric or structure of fibrous elements attached to
				 each other at regular intervals, or formally: a graph.
• A network diagram is a special kind of cluster
				 diagram, which even more generally represents any
				 cluster or small group or bunch of something,
				 structured or not. Both the flow diagram and the tree
				 diagram can be seen as a specific type of network 		
				diagram.
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Research

Data 				Pie Graph / Ring Graph : Proportions
Visualization
• The pie graph or ring graph is the most familiar of all
Patterns				 area graphs in which values are shown as areas,
				 whereas bar graphs show values as one-dimensional
			
lengths.
• The full 360° circle is divided (like a pie or donut) into
				 radical slices that represent individual divisions or
				 values that collectively make up the whole.

			

				Scatter plots : Correlations
• Similar to the line graph a scatter graph plots
				 sequential points of value on a grid matrix.
• Shows individual points, not progression; the
				 significance is the relationship of each point to all
others; a scatter graph implies a linear trend
				 without showing an actual line.
				Bubble Charts : Correlations
• A bubble chart displays a set of numeric values as
				 circles. It is especially useful for data sets with
				 dozens to hundreds of values, or with values that
		 		 differ by several orders of magnitude.
• A bubble chart can be considered a variation of a
				 scatter plot, in which the data points are replaced
				 with bubbles.
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Process

		 This section covers the carbon footprint calculator’s development, including
		 planning, data collection, wireframes, Flash ActionScript 3.0 code examples
		 and the final application.

Planning		 My research began with application planning. I chose Flash because it
		 seemed a natural fit for the interactive type experience I desired.
		
		
		
		

Flash allows developers to create a rich user experience including standard
user interface (UI) interactions, custom UI interactions, graphics, animation
and sound. Furthermore, through ActionScript 3.0, Flash allows easy access
to updatable dynamic XML data.

		 Separating the data from Flash using XML is also a logical decision, following
most development models. An effective programming language, XML allows
		 developer creation of complex information that can be loaded into the Flash
		 application. Externalizing the data file from Flash reduces Flash’s loading
		 time. This would not occur if the data file was internalized in the Flash file.

Data Collection		Before I began the designing and coding process, I started collecting
and Calculation
data for the quiz section. Dealing with fifty-one separate states presented
numerous challenges. Much time was spent compiling energy data for the
entire USA. I converted all data to an XML file for connection with my Flash
application.
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Process

Data Collection 1
and Calculation •
		
		

Household

•
		
		
		
		
		

Income
A clear correlation exists between income and household size when
greenhouse gas emissions. In order to accurately gauge a household’s
annual emissions, information regarding income and household size is
collected to help approximate consumer spending for households with
similar characteristics.

Number in household
Because many households have more then one person, and energy use is
generally recorded for an entire household, the calculator allows the user to
input the number of household occupants. Per capita emissions are
		 determined by dividing total energy emissions by the number of occupants.
		 Results are displayed on both a total household usage as well as a per
		 capita basis.

2 Transportation
• Automobile
Inputs are for number of miles driven and fuel efficiency of the car driven.
		 Total number of miles driven per year is divided by miles per gallon to
		 determine total number of gallons of fuel that are used each year.
		
		
		
		

Number of gallons of gasoline is multiplied by 8.87 to get kg of CO2, which
is then multiplied by 2.2046 to convert to pounds CO2. This emissions factor
(8.87) comes from Energy Information Administration, Fuel and Energy
Source Codes and Emissions Coefficients.

•
		
		
		
		

Airplane
The number of miles traveled is multiplied by .18 kgs CO2 per km to get total
kgs CO2. This number is multiplied by 2.2046 to covert to pounds of CO2.
I use the emissions factor (.18) for short haul flights used by the GHG
Protocol Initiative.
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Process

Data Collection 3
and Calculation •
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Home Energy
Electricity
The number of kilowatt-hours is multiplied by the pounds of carbon dioxide
produced per kilowatt-hour to get total pounds of CO2. This factor is different
for each state because power sources are different; some states are more
dependent on carbon-heavy sources such as coal, while others use a higher
percentage of sources that don’t produce carbon such as hydroelectric or
nuclear power. The US average is 1.34 lbs of carbon dioxide per kilowatt-hour.
Emissions factors used are from the US Department of Energy: Updated
State Level Greenhouse Gas Emission Coefficients for Electricity Generation
1998-2000. These are currently being updated to the latest statistics available
from DOE, dated April 2002.

•
		
		
		
		

Natural Gas
The units input is converted to BTUs (British Thermal Units) from either
therms (equal to 100,000 BTU). The resulting BTUs are multiplied by
0.0001304 lbs of carbon dioxide per BTU to get total pounds of CO2.
The emissions factor is from US Department of Energy.

•
		
		
		

Heating Oil
Number of gallons is multiplied by 11.81 to get total kgs of CO2, which is
multiplied by 2.205 to get pounds of CO2. The emissions factor is from US
Department of Energy.

4
		
		
		
		

Results
The carbon dioxide footprint is the sum of all the above calculations, resulting
in an estimate of the carbon dioxide that is produced by home energy use
and transportation. The result is compared against similar households.
Similar households have the same number of people and income level.
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Process

Development		 This thesis project was a massive work. In the end, this project required
		 nearly 60 XML files, two Flash source files, several PHP files. All of the Flash
		 code was written by hand in Actionscript 3.0. All data for the application was
		 loaded from external files. This section will focus on providing an overview of
		challenges.

1
		
		
		

Primary Stage
I developed several wireframes and interactions based on the project’s
application structure. I also completed case studies to determine problems
with current versions of carbon footprint calculators.

		 First, most calculators are unable to compare result data, so users only know
		 their own carbon emissions. Second, applications are text dominant, and do
not display results with charts or graphs. Lastly, most applications lack helpful
aids to assist with carbon footprint calculator use.
		
		
		
		
		

Considering this, I chose a clean, simple and clear visual style set. A carbon
footprint calculator should be easy and intuitive. If not, users may experience
information visualization overloaded. After showing my committees various
wireframes, we all agreed that programming was the next step since this
would greatly impact my interface layouts and application interactions.
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Process

Development		

ABOUT

HOME

HELP

Add Your Personal Profile

Discover State Energy Profile

Household Profile

Entire Data Map

1 State
2 Numbers of Household
Explore

3 Income

Transportation Profile

Filter By : Household

1 Vehicle Mileage and Fuel Efficiency
2 Airplane Mileage

Home Energy Profile

Filter By : Transportation

Filter By : Home Energy

1 Electricity Usage
2 Natural Gas Usage
3 Heating Oil Usage

Submit

Explore

Filter By : Household

Filter By : Transportation

Filter By : Home Energy

Carbon Footrprint Calculator Wireframe
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Process

Development
2 XML Creation
		 XML files provide a useful, logical and ‘human-like’ way to save information
in an easily edited format which can then be saved to a Flash file. As I
		 mentioned before, this thesis uses 52 XML files, fifty-one for each US state
		 and one for all other household data.
		
		
		
		

51 XML files was easily hand coded since it had only a few entries containing
the data for the discover state energy profile section. But the other XML file
contained an enormous amount of data so it took lots of time for hand-coding.
Code examples for XML files:

		
Data XML

3 Flash, PHP and MySQL
The first challenge was using Flash to communicate with vthe database.
		 I created a PHP file as the middleware to communicate with Flash and
		 MySQL. The following codes in PHP file (save.php) indicated the
		 workflow between PHP and MySQL.
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Process

Development

		
<save.php> codes
		
		
Furthermore, function “sendData”

in the ActionScript was the key point to
		 call <save.php> file and insert data to the database.
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Process

Development

		
In ActionScript file, function <sendData> connected to the PHP file
24

Process

Development
4
			
			
			
			

Display Results
There are two sections for displaying result. One is for <Add Your Personal
Profile> and the other is for <Discover State Energy Profile>. As previously
stated, the <Add Your Personal Profile> section stores all user input and
calculates that data, communicating with XML files to achieve comparisons.

			 <Discover State Energy Profile> section loads XML files when a user clicks
			 on a state. The following codes in ActionSciprt indicate the workflow
			 between XML and Flash.

		

		 Data XML
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Process

Design		
This application’s interface design provides users with a clean, simple and
		 intuitive process. Not only does this application handle a huge amount of
		 designer added information, it also acquires user provided data as
		 visualization generating material. The clear and simple design eliminates
		 unnecessary distractions during application manipulation. I also created
		 symbols which represent abstract information, such as household,
		 transportation and home energy usage. In terms of color, I used a different
		 shade for each symbol and its corresponding elements.

1 ADD Section
		 This section contains three steps for user completion. Each step contains 		
		 three questions. The steps are as follows:
		 Step one concerns <Household> energy usage. The user answers questions
regarding state of residence, number living in the dwelling and household 		
		income.
		
		
		
		
		
		

Step two involves the <Transportation> element. The user enters the
distance he/she travels by car or air and inputs that mileage. If a user does
not have a car or does not fly, users can skip that question. For increasing
the calculator’s accuracy, I added a limit element. When a user does not
answer at least one question, or exceeds the limit number, the modal 		
window automatically loads.

		 Step three deals with the <Home Energy> component. A user is asked to
		 describe the electricity, natural gas and heating oil usage at home. Users
		 must input at least one energy usage type or the modal window loads.
		 These questions are designed to clarify the accuracy of the carbon footprint
		 result. Vehicle mileage and frequency of use, the amount of air travel and
		 home energy usage all play important roles in the carbon footprint calculation.
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Process

Design		
The color coding rules for add section are : Household - 660033,
		 Transportation - 388BA5, Home Energy - 643496.
		 These color coding rules also applied to the results page’s graph.
		

		
		
Step 1 - Household Quiz

		
Step 2 - Transportation Quiz
27

Process

Design
		

		
Step 3 - Home Energy Quiz

		
I created symbols

to represent each energy element. For example, a house
		 shape indicates a Household function, a car symbol represents a Transportation
		 element, and a light bulb indicates Home energy usage. Using text and
		 symbols conveys more meaning than using text alone.
		

Household

Transportation

Home Energy

		
Symbols represent each part

		
		
		
		
		

After completing three steps in the <ADD> section, the user can view their
carbon footprint result. It compares the user’s data with his/her state’s data.
Seeing an opportunity to add a visual design concept, I was inspired to
represent usage with a Fuel Gauge since increased fuel consumption
creates more carbon.
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Process

Design		
		

		
Personal Carbon Footprint Result

		
Comparing Carbon Footprint Result - The donut chart is rotated by clicking
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Process

Design
2
		
		
		

Discover Section
The <DISCOVER> section’s default page maps out the USA’s total carbon
consumption. Each state’s color varies with its degree of carbon usage.
On the right, color bars show users where their state ranks in energy usage.
Each city’s circle size corresponds with its carbon usage. The most polluted
		 states are represented in dark red, and less polluted states are light pink.
		 This allows users to gauge the most polluted states. When a user rests the
mouse on a state, its name appears.

		

		
USA Energy Uses - Click to view more description and graph of each state

		
When the user clicks

on a state, that state’s results appear, providing a brief
		 description of the state’s residential, industrial and transportation picture
		 along with its total ranking. The prev and next buttons allow users to click
		 and view the previous or next state.
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Process

Design		
		

State Result Details - The prev and next buttons to view corresponding states

		 Carbon Footprint Calculator Main Page

		
About & Help
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Process

Design		
		

Carbon Footprint Calculator About Screenshot

		 Carbon Footprint Calculator Help Screenshot
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Process

Design		
		

Mouse over Question Mark to see more information

		 Mouse over each state to see name
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Process

Usability
Testing		
		
		
		
		

I did the usability testing before Carbon Footprint Calculator was launched.
Two tasks, <ADD> and <DISCOVER>, appeared on the testing sheet (See
Chapter 6. Appendix: Usability Testing Sample). Each task required the user
to complete a few steps. Upon completion they were asked to evaluate the
Carbon Footprint Calculator and provide comments. The comments from the
survey are mostly positive. Key takeaways:

• Users felt the site was easy to use.
• Graphics and colors are interesting and effective.
• Text / Graphics balance is good.
• The site is informative.
• More explanations of what my actions were going to result in.

		 Here is the results:

Q1 81.2% users found this application is EASY TO USE.

Q2 84.2% users thought they immediately UNDERSTOOD the function of each button.

Q3 92.4% users thought the instructions of this application is CLEAR.

Q4 91.7% users thought the overall impression of this application is POSITIVE.
		 Carbon Footprint Calculator usability testing results
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Process

Usability
These results do support my conclusion that the project successfully 		
Testing		 accomplished its stated purpose: to provide an intuitive information
		 through an engaging interactive application.
		
		
		
		
		

After evaluating the usability testing, I adjusted some elements. I modified
some words on the quiz to clarify the carbon footprint calculator. I also
added a ‘prev’ and ‘next’ button in the <DISCOVER> section to simplify
the screen’s ability to go back or advance to encourage user exploration of
other contents.
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Conclusion

Overall, I believe this project was successfully accomplished. My goals for 		
the project are to provide a efficient method that maps out how do reduce
the carbon footprint easily and visually. I demonstrated that interactivity can
take a complex data source and tailor it to create a unique, interesting and
engaging user experience, providing complicated data in a user friendly,
instinctive way.
On a personal level, this project demonstrated my ability to effectively design
and program a full-featured interactive application around data that required
a significant amount of analysis and systems thinking.
By analyzing the relationship between each data point and striving to
effectively visualize its information, I realized that organizing complex		
information dynamically not only depends upon traditional graphic design
principles, but may also take full advantage of innovative interactive features.
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Usability Testing

Carbon Footprint Calculator User Testing Sheet
Byungmi Choi | MFA Candidate | bxc2293@rit.edu
Rochester Institute of Technology | Computer Graphics Design

About Carbon Footprint

A carbon footprint is a measure of the impact our activities have on the environment, and in

Calculator

particular climate change. It relates to the amount of greenhouse gases produced in our day-today
lives through burning fossil fuels for electricity, heating and transportation etc. This project is

		

a visualization of user-defined data based on the user’s carbon footprint.

These usability testing results will not be used for any commercial purposes. It only will be used
to improve the design of this thesis project. It will take approximately 10 minutes to finish the
following steps. All data and information you share today will be handled confidentially.
Thank you for your participation.

Participant Info
Name

Task 1: Add Your Profile

Date

Age

16~20

21~30

Gender

Male

Female

31~40

41~50

Above 50

This section needs you to select your household profile, enter the distance you travel, and energy
you use at home.
Step 1

Click on “Add Your Personal Profile” button on the main page.

Step 2

Enter the state, number living in your household, and income.

Step 3

Enter the distance you travel by car and air.

Step 4

Describe the energy you use at home.

Step 5

Review your result.

Step 6

Click the pie chart to view details.

Do you feel that you successfully completed these steps?
Yes

No. If no, which part strikes you most?
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Usability Testing
Task 2: Discover State Energy

This section provides you all of the information about the state energy profile. Each state is clickable

Profile

and it has specific information and graph with residential, industrial, transportation,and total energy
rank and usage.
Step 1

Click on “Carbon Footprint Calculator” logo button on the top left corner.

Step 2

Click on “Discover State Energy Profile” button on the main page.

Step 3

With the rank next to the map in mind, click on any state you want on the usa map.

Step 4

Review the results.

Step 5

Select another state to review the results.

Do you feel that you successfully completed these steps?
Yes

No. If no, what makes you feel confused?

		

Task 3: Overall

Please circle the number nearest the term that most closely matches your feelings.
e.g. Disagree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 Agree
Q1

As a user, I found this application

Difficult to Use

Q2

1

0

1

2

3

Easy to Use

3

2

1

0

2

3

Easy to Use

1

2

3

Easy to Use

1

2

3

Easy to Use

1

I found the instruction of this application to be

Difficult to Use

Q4

2

I immediately understood the function of each button

Difficult to Use

Q3

3

3

2

1

0

My overall impression of this application is

Difficult to Use

3

2

1

0

Comments
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Proposal		
Protecting Nature, Preserving Life
			A Visual Exploration of Carbon Footprint Calculator

• Background
			People are surrounded by vast amounts of complex raw data which can be
			 overwhelming and difficult to understand. Processing and transforming this
			 data into meaningful information makes it more useful and leads to
			 acquisition of knowledge. Computer graphics designers explore thoughtful
			 design solutions using methods for organizing, prioritizing, structuring, and
			 interacting content to make it accessible, understandable, and eliminate
			ambiguity.
			
			
			
			

Information design is a sub-discipline of graphic design focused on reader
and user responses to complex information problems where function is
critical. The areas mapping often involves multiple levels of visual and verbal
hierarchy as well as complex categorization of content.

			
			
			
			
			
		

Mapping is a problem-solving activity that involves re-presenting a physical
space or a process. Maps are not limited to representation of a geographic
location, but can take diverse forms to enable exchange of a range of
different kinds of information. They can serve as metaphors or analogies,
for example, a map of ideas to solve a problem or an acupuncture map
intended to identify significant points of the body.

			 In my thesis, visualization can be defined as the use of computer-supported,
			 interactive, and dynamic visual representations of data to amplify cognition.
			 Goals are discovery, decision making and explanation. This thesis will focus
			 on the visualization of scientific, physical or measurement data on carbon 			
			footprint.
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Proposal
• Problem Statement
			Current technology developments produce an increasingly large volume of
			 information. So, people need to organize data for saving time and effort.
			 The information often gets lost or hidden in displays of traditional
			 information visualization techniques. Therefore, the new approach of
			 visualization for these data requires sophisticated and efficient methods
			 that take the amount of data into account.
			
			
			
		

Our environment is not limited to the natural world of oceans and forests.
It extends to where we live, work, play, and worship. It includes the air that
we breathe and the resources available to our communities, as well as the
health hazards caused by environmental toxins and degradation.

			 There are lots of websites which are dealing with the importance of our
			 environment and how we can protect it. But there is not a website which
			 has a efficient method that maps out how do reduce the carbon footprint
			 easily and visually. Also, those website do not visualize the data that users
			submit.

			
			
			
			
			

What is Carbon Footprint?
A carbon footprint is a measure of the impact our activities have on the
environment, and in particular climate change. It relates to the amount of
greenhouse gases produced in our day-to-day lives through burning fossil
fuels for electricity, heating and transportation etc.

			 The carbon footprint is a measurement of all greenhouse gases we
			 individually produce and has units of tonnes (or kg) of carbon dioxide equivalent.

			Data Visualization
			 In this thesis, data visualization is can be defined as the use of interactive,
			 computer-supported, and dynamic visual representations of data to amplify
			 cognition. Data visualization allows users to see, explore, and understand
			 vast amount of data and designers to collect, explain, interact with complex
			 data. This thesis will focus on the visualization of user-defined data based on
			 the user’s carbon footprint.
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• Scope
			This project covers a variety of computer graphics design areas, such as
			 information design, interaction design, and interface design. This thesis seeks
			 to look into the use of interactive, sensory representations, typically visual, 		
			 abstract data to reinforce cognition, hypothesis building and reasoning.
			This data will be obtained by the user using an interactive quiz.
		
1 Household
			 Choose a state
			 Number living in your household
			 Select household type
			 Household annual income
		
2
			
			
			
			

Transportation
How do you get around
car model, miles/yr
train, bus, metro miles/yr
air travel miles/yr

		
3 Housing
			 Monthly spending on utility
			electricity
			natural gas
			heating oil
			 water & sewage		
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• Literature Review
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				

Edward R. Tufte. The Visual Display of
Quantitative Information, 2nd edition. CT:
Graphics Press, May 2001
This book is about statistical graphics, charts, and
tables. It uses the theory and practice to create
design of data graphics It contains lots of examples
which are statistical charts, graphics, and tables,
with a detailed analysis of how to display
quantitative data for precise, quick, effective analysis.
This book will be a great referece in studying data
visualization.

				
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Kim Baer, Jill Vacarra. Information Design
Workbook: Graphic approaches, solutions, and 		
inspiration plus 30 case studies.
MA: Rockport Publishers, May 2008
This book is focusing on the case study of current
information design area. Also, the authors offer lots
of details of information design and its history,
definition, and theory. It will conveys various aspects
of information design.

		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Edward R. Tufte. Envisioning Information.
CT: Graphics Press, May 1990
The book provides practical advice about
how to explain complex material by visual means,
with extraordinary examples to illustrate the
fundamental principles of information displays.
Topics include escaping flatland, color and 			
information, micro/macro designs, layering and
separation, small multiples, and narratives. This
book will be the important knowledge about the
data visualization in thesis project.
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• Literature Review
				
				

		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Robert Fawcett-Tang. Mapping: An Illustrated 		
Guide to Graphic Navigational Systems.
MA: Rockport Publishers, Oct 2002
Mapping Graphic Navigational Systems offers a
comprehensive study of all areas of cartography
from nautical charts to subway systems, from
websites to calendars. This book guides people to
reveal the visual language of location, direction, and
spatial and structural relationships that are central to
the information design discipline. It also contains
in-depth essays as well as inspiring visuals and case
studies. This book offers a timely update to the
subject, and features brand-new material.

		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Matt Woolman. Digital Information Graphics.
NY: Watson-Guptill, Nov 2002
Digital Information Graphics confronts the issues
that directly affect our interaction with the screen,
whether for the World Wide Web, multimedia
programs, or even small-screen devices like mobile
phones or PDAs. This book will be a good example
to discover how to display complex environment and
infrastructure in simple, innovative ways.

		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Richard S Wurman. Information Anxiety 2.
IN: QUE, Dec 2000
This book is sparklingly clear and readable. It offers
insight not only to designers, educators, and content
developers, but also to anyone who needs to
communicate effectively through dense clouds of
facts. This book will give an improved understanding
of information visualization.
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• Literature Review
				
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Joanna Yarrow. How to Reduce Your Carbon
Footprint: 365 Simple Ways to Save Energy,
Resources, and Money.
CA: Chronicle Books, Apr 2008
How to Reduce Your Carbon Footprint is the world 		
citizen’s guide to pushing back the advance of global
warming. It provides 500 practical, easily achievable
ideas that conserve energy, prevent pollution, and
save money. It has surprising innovative and
statistics graphics which can be used for data on
this thesis.

		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Judith Purman. Tracking your carbon footprint :
a step-by-step guide to understanding and
inventorying greenhouse gas emissions.
IN: iUniverse, Jul 2008
This is an excellent book with many practical
suggestions that will not only help the environment,
but will also save a reader’s money on things such
as heating/cooling. This book will be a good example
to study on basic information of global climate
change.

		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Andrew J. Hoffman. Carbon strategies : how
leading companies are reducing their climate
change footprint. MI: University of Michigan
Press, Sep 2007
This book provides a clear, practical guide to
sustainable climate policy for business leaders and
corporate change-makers. This book will be
invaluable to this thesis to get insight into strategies
for success in changing business climate.
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• Literature Review
				
				
			
			
			
			
			
			

Jesse James Garrett. The Elements of User
Experience: User-Centered Design for the Web.
CA: Peachpit Press, Oct 2002
This book has the innovative approach of the user
centered design. Moreover, it has a concise
explanation of user experience that synthesizes its 		
many disparate parts. Also, it is focusing on web
with clear explanations and vivid illustrations that 		
focus on ideas rather than tools or techniques.

		
		
		
		
		
		
		

N/A. “Data Visualization: Modern Approches”. Smashing Magazine,
Aug 2 2007 <http://www.smashingmagazine.com/2007/08/02/datavisualization-modern-approaches/>
This article shows the a variety of conventional ways to visualize data
including methods, examples, and descriptions. It will be useful in learning
other tools to explore visualy.

		
		
		
		
		

N/A. “Data Visualization”. Apr 10 2008 <http://en.wikipedia.com/org/		
wiki/Data_visualization>
This article explains the basic concept of data visualization which is including
the application, techniques, related areas and further readings. After reading
this article, I gained the further knowledge of data visualization.

		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Manuel Lima. “Visual Complexity”. <http://www.visualcomplexity.		
com> Apr 1 2008
This website intends to be a unified resource space for anyone interested in
the visualization of complex networks. Its main goal is to leverage a critical
understanding of different visualization methods, across a series of
disciplines, as diverse as Biology, Social Networks or the World Wide Web.
This website gave the inspiration to do this thesis study.
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• Literature Review
			Elif Ayiter. “The Bridge Project”. <http://www.citrinitas.com/papers/
			 bridgeproject-site/vrml.html> 2006
			 The aim of this project is to visually demonstrate the author’s personal
			 understanding of the evolution of the computer generated “image work”,
			 by means of a free associative process that utilizes the search and query
			 mechanisms of the Internet. Elif Ayiter tried to create a structure that displays
			 this process by showing the data gathered in detail as well as in its entirety:
			 Zooming in and out of objects and virtual navigation following free
			 associations that can be evoked through online thesauruses, internet search
			 engines and the ensuing surf mechanisms that can be utilized in the act of
			 image creation - very much like collage/assemblage. Thus, seeking chance
			 encounters and found objects, the author turned not to second hand shops,
			 bookstores and discarded magazines, but to the Internet. This process is
			 inverted to collage in the sense that associations themselves reveal the
			 discovered objects - not the other way around.

			“An Inconvenient Truth”. <http://www.climatecrisis.net/takeaction/
			carboncalculator/#>
			 This website brings persuasive argument that we can no longer afford to
			 view global warming as a political issue - rather, it is the biggest moral
			 challenges facing our global civilization. It gives information of global warming,
		
carbon footprint, and the effective way that a viewer can change of impact on
		
carbon. Also, viewer can buy a DVD of an inconvenient truth, which is about
			 global warming video, through this website. It will be a good resource and
			 data to make a quiz.
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•
		
		
1
		
		
		
		
2
		
		
3
		
		

Concepts
Design of an application will be a web-based interactive application and have
following key concepts.
Interactive
This application will be interactive to display and navigate dynamic
information. The data will communicate with target audiences by clicking and
submitting their information and showing and comparing their data to the
average U.S.citizen.
User Centered
It will show organized informational visualization of personal carbon footprint
data comparing with the U.S. data
Diverse
It will provide a diverse way to give a question and show feedback in
comparison to a larger group.

		
		
		

• Flowchart
		
Home

About

Information

Quiz

Household

Submit

Explore

Transportation
Housing

FAQ
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•
		
1
			
			
			
			
			
			
			

Exploration
Purpose
It is designed to help US households evaluate their complete climate
footprints, including gas emissions from transportation, household energy,
food, goods and services. Users of the tool can compare their results to
typical households in their city or region, and to households with similar size
and income, the US average and the global average. The save and load
feature allows users to track their results over time, and to see how changes
in their lifestyle can lead to reductions in their total climate footprints.

			 It will help you to understand your energy profile and estimate users’ carbon
			 footprint. It shows you how different choices can result in energy savings and
			 a smaller carbon footprint.
		
		
2 Strength
			 It will be easier for users to understand and digest dynamic informational
			 graphs rather than provide a text for the result.
		
3 Description
			 The user click or type their information for the question. Those data will be
			 sended to the database and translated to the visual.

		
		
		
		
		
		

•
1
2
3
4
5
6

Target Audience
Age
Gender
Ethnicity
Language
Using Internet Experience
Education Level

above 15
All
All
Not Required
At least 1 time
Not Required
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• Procedure
		
1 Research
Fields of visualization
				Visualization techniques,
				 Semiotics in design
				Cognitive science
				Carbon footprint
				Climate change
				ActionScript 3.0
				 Other related research areas
		
2 Production
Visual variables development
				 User interface design & development
				 Different websites navigation style design
		
3 User Testing
Collect target audiences data
				Get feedback
		
4 Modification
User interface
				Questionnaire

		
		
		
		
		
		

• Hardware and Software Requirements
1 Processor
1.9 GHz Pentium 4 or higher
2 Operation System Macintosh OS X / Microsoft Windows Vista or XP
3 Memory
1024MB or higher
4 Browser
Internet Explorer 7 / Safari 3 / Firefox 3
5 Flash Player 9

		
		
• Peer Review
			 This thesis project will be a web-based application which provides lots of
			 information visually to users and based on the quiz from the user’s profile
			 Therefore, feedback and participation from users play an important role in
			my thesis.
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